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QUESTION: 1
Which hypervisors are supported by HP CloudSystem Matrix 7.0? (Select three)

A. Red Hat KVM
B. VMware vSphere
C. Oracle VM
D. Citrix Xen
E. Microsoft Hyper-V
F. Integrity Virtual Machine

Answer: B, E, F

Reference:
http://bizsupport2.austin.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c03231395/c03231395.pdf (see page 8, supported HP servers)

QUESTION: 2
A customer has upgraded their network core using an HP Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) stack. The customer needs to reduce their network and FC storage cabling as well as increase the resilience of these networks to the servers. The customer needs failure of an upstream switch or uplink to be communicated all the way to the server operating system or hypervisor, and the traffic will be sent through the other NIC in the team. You propose blade servers to meet these requirements. Which product should you demonstrate to the customer?

A. HP 6125XG Blade Switch in an Active/Passive configuration
B. HP VC FlexFabric in an Active/Passive configuration
C. HP 6125 Blade Switch in an Active/Active configuration
D. HP VC FlexFabric in an Active/Active configuration

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
A customer is implementing a new mission critical application. The customer needs to protect against RAM errors, minimize cost, and maximize the use of all installed memory DIMM’s. Which feature of the HP ProLiant Gen 9 server should recommend to the customer?

A. memory mirroring
B. smart caching
C. Advanced Data Mirroring (ADM)
D. Rank sparring (online spare)

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 4
What is purpose of conducting a customer site survey?

A. Identify the types of servers that will be included in the solution.
B. Identify the customer’s business goals for the solution.
C. Determine the different workloads the customer is running.
D. Assess the facility and its suitability for the proposed solution.

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 5
One of your customer’s remote transaction servers generates an SNMP health alert. Which HP management tool should you use to access more information about the alert?

A. Insight Online
B. Intelligent Provisioning
C. Smart Update Manager
D. Smart Storage Administrator

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 6
Which enhanced system ROM feature is found on the HP ProLiant Gen9?

A. Intelligent Provisioning
B. Early video progress indicates
C. Viewable IML logs from RBSU
D. Automatic configuration tuning

**Answer:** B

**Reference:**
**QUESTION:** 7
A server in the computer room has a 2.5” 146GB hot-pluggable SAS disk with flashing LEDs. It has a green LED that is flashing intermittently and an amber LED flashing at a regular interval (1Hz). What does the status of these LEDs indicate?

A. The drive is active, but a predictive failure alert was received for this drive. Replace the drive as soon as possible.
B. The drive is active, and it is operating normally.
C. A critical fault condition was identified for this drive, and the controller placed it offline. Replace the drive as soon as possible.
D. The drive is offline, a spare, or not configured as part of an array

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 8
Which HP management tool does this graphic show?

A. HP Insight Control Version Control Repository Manager (VCRM).
B. HP Insight Dynamics - Virtual Server Environment (VSE).
C. HP Insight Cluster Management Utility (CMU).
D. HP Insight Data Center Smart Grid (DC Smart Grid).

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 9
A customer is concerned about the security of their data center. The exciting card entry
system has proven to be inadequate. Which solution should you recommend to increase the security level for self-access to the data center?

A. complex passwords  
B. fingerprint scanners  
C. Access Control List  
D. 256 AES encryption

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 10
You are building a customer presentation for an SAP infrastructure solution that involves HP Integrity Blades as well as a P6000. You need to provide a EMI of Material valid quotation as part of the documentation. What can be used to achieve this goal?

A. HP SalesBuilder for windows  
B. HP System Selling Guides  
C. HP Product Bulletin  
D. HP Proposal Web

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 11
An enterprise customer needs more computing power to handle their scale-up workloads that involve very large databases. The customer needs to upgrade their ProLiant DL360 G6 servers. Which ProLiant rack and tower servers should you recommend for this customer?

A. ProLiant 10 series  
B. ProLiant 100 series  
C. ProLiant 300 series  
D. ProLiant 500 series

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION:** 12
During a maintenance window over the weekend, a customer experiences some hardware problems. Which HP ProLiant Gen9 feature collected information for diagnostics and troubleshooting during the failure?
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